To: Dylan Rodriguez  
Riverside Division Academic Senate

From: Daniel Jeske, Chair  
Committee on Faculty Welfare

Re: FWC review of Revisions to Presidential Policy of PII

FWC met on 10/16/2018 to review the "Proposed Revisions to Presidential Policy on Protection of Administrative Records Containing Personally Identifiable Information." FWC salutes the effort to replace the prior collection of documents with an effectively streamlined and consolidated document that details the relevant information and rules.

One question that did arise concerns the 'how' when it comes to protecting personalized identifiable information. While the proposed revised document mentions a role for a 'Privacy and Information Security Board,' it was unclear to the members on FWC if UCR has such a committee. FWC suggests this committee, if it exists, be more clearly pointed out to the campus. If the committee does not exist at UCR, then it would seem appropriate to form one.